Please share this information with those planning the April Kosen-rufu Gongyo Meetings.

**For Meetings at SGI-USA Centers and Outside SGI-USA Centers**

Designated handlers please play the DVD (Vol 3 - Disc 8):

**“The Great Path of Soka” (Revised)**

**Total Running Time: 17 minutes**

When we walk the path of the oneness of mentor and disciple, we can undoubtedly lead lives of victory. The SGI has a great legacy of mentor and disciple, established by the first three presidents of the organization—Tsunesaburo Makiguchi, Josei Toda and Daisaku Ikeda—who overcame every persecution and obstacle, and built a solid foundation for the propagation of Nichiren Buddhism throughout the world. This video features historic images, footage and SGI President Ikeda’s speeches.

**Suitable:** Youth Division  
**Includes:** March 16, May 3, July 3, November 18

**Important:** Each location should receive a copy of this DVD prior to your scheduled meeting. Please confirm with the video handlers that the DVD is tested prior to the meeting.

**Note:** There are over 60 translated DVDs that are available to show at your local activities. The videos are available at your community center, or for those without an official SGI-USA community center, please ask your local HQLM handler/local leaders. Please refer to 2019-ORG-016 for Encouragement DVDs Quick Guide and Security Guidelines. Thank you!